11/05/2017

SHOWSTOPPERS COMMITTEE MINUTES
Attendees:

Minutes in a minute…

BN: Bella Norris (President)

Curtains feedback: Was a thing, check the website

GT: Gem Tunley (Vice President)

for the feedback document.

AR: Abbie Roach (Secretary)

Summer show: Still doing monies, scripts have been

VHA: Victoria Howard- Andrews
(Treasurer)

sent back

Help!: Going good! On budget wooooo

NO: Nick Ong (Social sec)

Little Puddle: Also going good!

CE: Charlotte Evans (Social Sec)

Treasurer: Done some payings

DM: David Miller (Web)

Social: Leavers meal on the 9th

PA: Phoebe Armstrong
(Development)

Development: Cabaret is soon

JC: James Carter (Ordinary
member)

Web: Going to get photoshop to keep up the Charlie

JW: John Wilders (Ordinary
member)

Ordinary: Committee now have shirts. Society

Non-Com:

AOB: Gem is now our facilities liaison in charge of

JB: Joe Barr
LE: Lydia Edge
JL: Joe Lynch
AB: Andy Banks

House standard

feedback will be collated next week

knowing where our stuff is located at all times. Going to
get a box built by StageSoc to store our electric drum kit
and we are going to apply for funding for more spares
for our equipment too.
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Society updateCurtains feedback- It happened
SummerVHA: Still collating things, payed people, sent scripts back

HelpLE: It’s a show, we’ve done it in two weeks!
PA: 2 scenes left
LE: Well within what we budgeted, we haven’t spent much
DM: Do you want Facebook advertising?
VHA: we’ve switched it over to showstoppers account so can pay for it
PA: We’ll have a think

Little puddleGT: Robbie says: going well, band runs good, Edmund doing tech, costume and props are going well,
flyers coming soon

TreasurerVHA: Done lots of payings, given charlotte monies for leavers meal deposit

SocialNO: Paying deposit for leavers meal, signing things tomorrow, menu choices sorted, going to be on
the 9th, doing awards soon.
GT: Get awards open soon
VHA: How much were the PA ball awards?
GT: £176 for 8
ROOM: *Collective ouch at the price*
NO: We did Playzone, might do feedback, still sorting out Olympics with Flora

DevelopmentPA: Cabaret is soon, going to start plugging and doing the sign up sheet

WebDM: I don’t have photoshop, won’t get funding for it but can we get it, for graphic design stuff?
VHA: Yeah I think it needs to be to keep up the Charlie House standard.
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OrdinaryJC: We have committee shirts!
JW: Next week, society feedback will be collated

ToursGT: Nobody’s doing tuck for Love and Info at the moment, we need to be on top of that.

AOBJL: Part 1- 24: TD elections next Wednesday at 5, showstoppers have a vote in TD, come along. Part
2- We are redesigning a website, can you put your shows on the PA website so we can test it.
VHA: Ben said if we give the union posters and links to things, they will put them up and publicise
JL: Part 3- With the independents, they’ve become another show, with whole of StageSoc, which is
not what it’s meant to be.
JC: Do we know when annex slots are
GT: Nope, but everything is being sorted, hold fire
GT: Last year for the 24 we had permission to tell the band beforehand, can I do this again? Only a
week or so before but gives band a chance to learn things.
BN: Yeah sure
JB: Now we’ve got loads of equipment belonging to the society, can we have someone in charge of
knowing what is where and where it is needed next?
JL: At the beginning of next year, we are having a tidy out, if you’re having someone in charge of
that, let us know who. With the drum kit, you guys need to find a way to store it rather than a
cardboard box. You could pay us for wood and StageSoc will make you a box 😊 We are willing to
make one and it will be cheaper
BN: Yeah lets build a box. So, a facilities liaison?
JB: I’ve made google sheet with the info on for whoever does it
BN: Anyone?
GT: Me
BN: Everyone happy
ROOM: Yeah
JB: We don’t have any spares for keyboard stuffs, maybe we need two spares of each item
BN: Can we get funding for that
JL: That’s fundable
BN: We’ll do funding’s then

